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Question: What interesting, surprising, or 
unexpected things can you discover about the 
birth of stars, lifespan, and death of stars?

12 Life and Death of Stars

1) 5 notes on birth of stars            
2) 5 notes on stellar lifespan                 
3) 5 things on the death of stars  
4) Additional notes for Extra Credit 
5) Get stamped

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ckc0Qh4klWQ&t=82s
Life and Death of Stars

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ckc0Qh4klWQ&t=82s
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Question: What can we discover about the 
Life and Death of stars?

12 Life and Death of Stars

1. take 15 notes on the video

2. get stamped
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V4zkD8_PlaY

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V4zkD8_PlaY
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Venus

By Gavin Rose

DHS Astronomy Student

Source: NASA.gov  











Some Interesting Facts...

A day on Venus lasts around 243 days on Earth

A year on Venus lasts around 225 days on Earth

The surface temperature on Venus is 864 degrees Fahrenheit

Venus has an average diameter of 7,500 miles, very close to the size of Earth!

The electrically charged atmosphere on Venus, called the ionosphere has holes in it, revealing to us that its magnetic environment is quite complicated.

NASA provided this diagram as an accompaniment to an article

The White lines seen behind Venus are holes in the Ionosphere









More Interesting Facts...

The atmosphere of Venus is composed of carbon dioxide

The pressure on venus is 90 atmospheres, or equivalent to the pressure felt over half a mile under vast bodies of water on earth

The mass of Venus is 4.867E24 kg 

Surface area on Venus is 177.7 million square miles

The first recordings of Venus in history was in the  14th century B.C.E.

Venus is the Roman goddess of love and beauty

Venus has cloud formations made of sulfuric acid.



Picture taken by Galileo satellite during its closest pass on Venus, taken with an ultraviolet light filter. 

The contrasts of light and dark color mark cloud patterns on venus.









What You Need To Know...

This planet (Venus) is the second closest to the sun

In distance, it is 67,240,000 miles away from the sun, 0.73 AU 

For the most part, its distance from the sun remains constant

Venus orbits the Sun in an ellipse format, but has the most circular orbit out of the planets, rotates clockwise rather than counter clockwise, which is called retrograde rotation

This planet is the closest one to earth, and when it is as far away as it can be, it is 162 million miles away

Venus does not tilt on its axis, meaning it doesn’t have seasons





Picture (to right) taken by Magellan spacecraft. Picture (bottom) taken by random person. 









The Core, and More!

This planet is made up of a rocky material, but has a somewhat smooth surface

We theorize that its surface is so smooth because of volcanic activity spewing magma all across the surface

Even today’s scientists find it hard to study the core of Venus, but we are lead to believe that it could be somewhat similar to that of Earth’s, having both a mantle and a core

However, we have decided that its core is mostly iron based



This picture shows us the molten, smooth surface of Venus. It was derived from data taken by the Magellan spacecraft.









How Venus was Formed

Venus was formed by core accretion. This means that once the sun was formed, its solar winds pushed out the less dense materials, leaving rocky materials.  These materials collided and clumped together creating terrestrial worlds; i.e. Venus. When Venus was large enough, it pulled in less dense materials such as hydrogen and helium with its gravitational pull, giving it its atmosphere.



A picture of venus, credit to NASA.









Moon's Be Gone

Venus has no moons, but it is theorized that at one point in its lifespan, it did. So, how did it lose its moon? Scientists believe that over time, its moon crept further and further away from the planet itself, until it was no longer in its gravitational pull, just as Earth’s moon is now. Scientists also theorize that Venus could have had two moons.



Venus (below) seen through the hubble telescope with an ultraviolet lense.









Early Satellites

There were several satellites that visited Venus that could be considered early, but the first satellite to successfully get data back to earth was the Venera 4, a russian spacecraft. This spacecraft launched in 1967.  The Venera series of satellites were all launched by Russians, with the Venera 13 being the first one to record color pictures of the surface of Venus. NASA launched the Pioneer Venus Mission in 1978, and later launched the Magellan spacecraft that would orbit Venus for four years, providing us with information on the atmosphere of Venus, as well as some exclusive pictures of the planet itself.



This photo was taken by the Venera 13 and was the first color photo taken of Venus’ surface.









Recent Satellites

A few recent satellites include the Venus express, launched in 2005, and the Akatsuki/Planet-C Venus orbiter, launched in 2010. We have learned with these orbiters study the atmosphere of Venus, collecting data on the dynamics of the atmosphere in a three dimensional environment. They are also trying to spot out volcanic activity on the surface of Venus. Temperatures are also recorded. Data was also recorded for the reaction of Venus’ atmosphere to the solar winds. 



A picture of Venus taken by the Akatsuki spacecraft as it approaches Venus.









What We Are Doing Now

Our most recent satellites that are orbiting venus are collecting massive amounts of data. Just recently (about four months ago) Venus express has found the best evidence we have found so far that there are active volcanoes on Venus. Data is being recorded  to get past the atmosphere and study the changes in multiple things such as sulphur dioxide content of the upper atmosphere, thermal emissions on the surface, and radiation levels from three different regions that were thought to be recently active if not currently active.



Thermal emission readings on the surface of Venus, color mapped, taken by the Venus Express.
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